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DARTS:The dynamic analysis of a rail track structure

Part 1: General Information
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Maintenance and design of railway structures is just like many other structures
dependent on strength and stiffness of the components. To predict the behaviour of the
structure we have to analyse the forces and the deformations  by means of a structural
analysis. The accuracy of this analysis is dependent on the accuracy of the input model
and loads.
 The simple single degree of freedom (SDOF) models of the structure already gives
much insight; a somewhat more complicated model is the beam on an elastic
foundation. Loads are modelled either static for the beam models or dynamic for the
SDOF models. These models are kept simple for the sake of transparency and easiness
to handle.
With the presence of advanced structural analysis programs we can analyse very
complicated 3D finite element models, sometimes even with nonlinear properties.
Sometimes this is useful, mostly the structure properties are too uncertain for the
justification of such an analysis. There above the preparation of the model input and
examination of the analysis results is much too much time consuming for the practical
applications. Also for many research purposes these  models  pretend much more
accuracy than the application requires.

figure 1

Based upon these observations the starting point for the development of the software
program DARTS for the analysis of strength and stiffness of railway structures has been
the focus on simple models with a maximum of transparency and easiness to handle.
Using PC’s these models can be more complicated than the SDOF systems and the
simple beam on an elastic foundation, but not that complicated that the supply of
relevant material and structure properties are prohibitive for an analysis.
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Features

The program DARTS has been written for the analysis of a rail track on an elastic
foundation. Rail tracks can be built up in several ways. Most well known is the classic track,
built up from rail, sleepers, rail pads between sleeper and rail, and the ballast bed and
formation (to be called the elastic foundation). More recent structures are continuously
supported structures, using some fill material between rail and a (rigid) supporting slab.

figure 2

These structures, to be called embedded rail structures, are modelled by a single beam on
an elastic foundation (the fill material). If the supporting slab is flexible then we have to
model a two beam system or three beam system with fill material between the beams..

figure 3

Embedded rail structures can be supported continuously by an elastic foundation but also
discretely by rigid supports (e.g. slabs on a pile foundation or experiments in a laboratory).
The elastic support conditions can be varied along the track direction.

figure 4

. The stiffness properties of the elastic foundation is modelled either by a Winkler or a
Pasternak foundation; the dynamic properties are characterised by damping and inertia
properties.
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figure 5

Static loads such as dead weight, static point loads, static distributed loads and dynamic
loads can load these structures. Dynamic loads are fixed time dependent loads and moving
loads. For the numerical simulation of experiments, (the instrumented hammer test), the
impulse load has been added.

To model a moving train two ways are possible. The simple way is to model the train by a
series of moving loads, travelling on the rail see figure 6-. No interaction between train and
track is considered.

figure 6

The more accurate way is to model the train by a moving structure, built up from masses,
springs and dampers –see figure 6-. The interaction between train and track is caused by
the roughness of the rail surface; DARTS possesses the tools to model this.
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figure 7

The structure is split up into a number of segments, where a segments has been built up
from the structure dependent elements such as rail elements, slab elements, rail pads etc.
The response to time dependent loads is calculated by a direct integration process, which
evaluates the displacements at each time step. From these results stresses and forces are
calculated following the common procedures of the f.e.m. techniques.

The postprocess capabilities are subdivided into print output, which lists upon request the
results, and graphical output. The graphical output capabilities comprise results dependent
on geometry per time point or results dependent on time per function value. Envelopes
about all time points may be requested too.
A interesting option are the ASCII output files which are used for input into a MATLAB
program. Because MATLAB is used for the processing of experimental data these results
can be matched directly with numerical results

Applications

DARTS can be applied for many purposes. Up to now the following fields have been
explored:

Fixing material properties. The experimental data, obtained with an ‘instrumented hammer’
test are simulated both with laboratory experiments and field tests. This procedure provides
a certain validation of the laboratory experiments. The parameters  fixed in this way, are
used for more numerical simulations.

Analysis of strength and stiffness of the rail track. The analysis  is performed to compute
the dynamic contact forces between rail and wheel, to compute stresses in the rail and
deformations of rail and supporting structure. A structural  analysis can be additional for the
analysis of noise hinder, for maintenance problems and more.
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secondary suspensions
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wheel
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body/coach
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Simulation of vehicle behaviour. The traveller’s comfort is dependent on the
accelerations of the bodies of the train. Safety is dependent on the transverse
displacements of the wheels. These aspects are easily analysed with the use of DARTS.
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DARTS:The dynamic analysis of a rail track structure

Part 2: The Menu’s
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DARTS MENU’S

Start menu

New Project
To start a new project the name of the new project has to be input in the PROJECT box.
The second step is to hit the ACTIVE PROJECT button (see figure 1a). Now the new
project is active.
The data of the new model (project) are input by means of dialog boxes. This process is
started by the BUILD NEW MODEL button (see figure 1b). The model data of the new
model are displayed. After acceptance these data are added to the model data file.
The button EDIT EXISTING MODEL is used both for new and existing projects. The
input mode, however, is editing of the model data file with the help of an ASCII editor
(see COMMANDS manual). This is easy for corrections and small changes.
 The button  EDIT PARAMETERS is used for parameterisation of a project (see
COMMANDS manual).
Only the preprocess commands are saved into the model data file

1a    1b
figure 1
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Existing project
An existing project is called by selection from the projects list (see fig. 2a).The project is
made active by the ACTIVATE PROJECT button. From this point the following actions
are possible .
EDIT EXISTING MODEL. With the help of an ASCII editor the model data file can be
edited. This is useful for small corrections or other changes.
PREPROCESS CONTROLLED. The  existing model data file will be checked. Most of
the model data are visualized. After completion of this step the program returns into the
menu mode. Analysis and postprocess are invoked from the menu mode.
PREPROCESSNONSTOP. No pictures are shown. The preprocess runs much faster in
the NONSTOP mode.

          2a 2b 2c
figure 2

The ANALYSIS commands are always given from the menu mode.
The results of an analysis are available in future steps using the POSTPROCESS
button. Output requests are given by means of the dialog boxes.

Input header

The header is used for
identification of your results.

figure 3
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Units

All input and output data are defined following
these units.

figure 4

Bottom Layer

Specification of this command makes a
complete visualization of all input and still
missing data possible.

figure 5

Base menu

Each line initiates a submenu for a category of input
data. It is recommended to follow the top down order
for the input of your data.
Each of these categories is referred in the commands
documentation (see COMMANDS).

figure 6
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Each of the submenu’s contains of a series of command references. A command is
called by clicking the required command line. A detailed description of the parameters
and function of each of these commands is given in the commands documentation (file
commands.pdf). It is assumed that the menu’s are sufficient selfexplaining; such that no
more details are necessary here.

The DARTS submenu’s

figure 7

Postprocessing with PLOT

For some purposes, such as the animation of some results, the plot data are prepared in
the postprocess phase of DARTS. To apply this tool in an efficient way it is strongly
recommended to set the display setting at 256 colours  instead of the true colour. You
have to do this before you start the DARTS session.

STRUCTURE GEOMETRY STRUCTURE PROPERTIES LOADS

ANALYSIS RESULT FILES PLOT RESULTS
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PLOT MENU’S

Start menu

The start menu requires the project name. The project names
are stored into a file called PROJECT.LST in the COMMANDS
directory of DARTS

Selection file

These plot files have been prepared during
the postprocess step of  the DARTS program
by the SAVE or NONSTOP click for the
plotted pictures. For a demo of an animation
you have to click on ANIMATION.

Save command

You export the plot file into a .BMP file by
clicking on the Save box. This .BMP file can
be included into a WORD document.

Animation

This is the most interesting application of the PLOT
program. The performance of an animation is limited
by the computer power. With 300 MHz the maximum
number is about 15-20 pictures a second.
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DARTS: The dynamic analysis of a rail track structure

Part 3: The Command Language
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DARTS: The Command Language

Introduction

The DARTS user can input his data in two different ways. One way is to input the data
following the DARTS menu’s, the second way is to input the data from the DARTS model
data file. This ASCII command file is read and interpreted by the DARTS command
interpreter after which the  interpreted data are stored into the DARTS data base and
processed consecutively. We call this ‘input from model data file’.or ‘command mode’
Actually the data input from the menu’s are stored line by line into the ASCII model data file
line and processed line by line by the DARTS command interpreter successively. The
model data file is built up during the menu input session. The construction of this model
data file implies that it is possible to restart the problem input  the command mode. In this
way it is easy to apply some changes to the input data and to rerun the problem with little
efforts.

Syntax

The input data of DARTS can be given by means of a series of commands. These
commands are structured either as a single command line or a command line and a table.

Example:
TIME  POINTS  0 TO 200 BY 10

is one command and
POINT LOADS
10 FY=100.
20 Fy -200.
*

is a command with a table.
The asterisk will complete a table (*).
Blanks, commas or equal sign separates data in a command or table (=). Capitals and
lower cases may be mixed freely.

The components of a command are split up into
- The command name; a command name always consists of one or two words with a

limited number of significant letters. e.g. POI LOA is the minimum of characters
necessary to recognise the POINT LOADS command.

- Integer data e.g. 5, 10, -8, ..
- Real data e.g. 3.14, 3.2E-7, ...
- Alphanumeric data e.g. 'JOB7C', 'A-A', ...

Unless specified differently alphanumeric data consist of a max. of 8 characters.
- Labelled data; labels are used for a better identification of input data. If not used the

order of the input data has been fixed. Usually labelled data have default values
equal to zero.
Example:
10 Fx=100. Fy=400.
where Fx and Fy are labels.

- List. A list is a series of integer data to be given as:  n1  TO  n2  BY  n3

Example:
3 to 15 by 3
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- Real list. A real list is a series of real data given by: v1,v2,v3*n,...
Example :
10.2, 0.15, 0.40*5, ...

- Character list. A character list is given by a1,a2,a3,...
- Key words. Key words have a special meaning. From a series of key words only

one key word has to be chosen.
Example:
LIST STRESSES
LIST DISPLACEMENTS
Here STRESSES and DISPLACEMENTS are key words

- Cols. A standard set of colours is available, given by the key words
cols = | White | PUrple | Yellow | Cyan | PRussian | Red | Green | BLack |

Notations

A command line can be built up from more than one  physical line by insertion of an
hyphen, /, at the end of a physical line and preceeded by at least one blank. Now the next
physical line will be joined into the logical command line.  Until 5 physical lines can be
joined into one logical command line.

POINT LOADS  /
TO FILE  ’PROPER’

means the same as
POINT LOADS TO FILE ‘PROPER’

In the command descriptions the following conventions are used.
1. Significant characters. Significant characters are given in capitals

POInt LOAds
2. Labels are characterised by the equal sign in the syntax.

X=v1  Y=v2 ...
Here X and Y are labels.

3. Key words are ordered vertically and enclosed between vertical brackets.
Meter

  CM

  MM

* 
 
 
  

The asterisk labels the default value.
4. Parentheses. Words between parentheses are optional. Sometimes these words are
purely dummy, sometimes default values are substituted.

To get started

One way to get started is to prepare and to edit the model data file (to be called project) in
folder DARTS\COMMANDS. The second way is to run a menu driven input session and to
use the by DARTS generated model data file. You start the program by clicking on the
option ‘input from file’ in the start menu.
The print results are stored into file project.out in folder DARTS\USER. The plot results are
stored into the files project.1 project.2 etc. These files, and all other result files, are located
in folder DARTS\USER
The program PLOT has been developed to export the plot files to BMP files for the
inclusion of plots into WORD documents, or to show the plot results by an animation.
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START

Command:
RAIL   'text'
where
text    = header, max. 70 characters

Explanation:
The header will be printed at your output results for the identification of the results.

Example:
RAIL   'A trip with DARTS'
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START

Command:
N

MM
KN

CM
MAN

DM
UNITs KGF

M
TON

INch
LBF

FT
KIP

 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
        

Explanation:
This command sets the internal units of the analysis. Predefined data have to be
converted to the internal units as defined here.
This command should be specified immediately after the RAIL command.

Defaults:
If the command is not given the default units are N and m.

Example:
UNITS KN MM
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GEOMETRY

Command:

1 1GENErate RAIL N=i (ELEments) DX=v
where:

1i  - number of rail elements

1v  - size of the rail elements.

Explanation:
GENERATE RAIL subdivides the rail into nodes and elements of equal mesh size.
The generated node and element numbers are mounting along the x-axis starting at
1. Node 1 coincides with the origin of the co-ordinate system.

Example:
GENERATE. RAIL  14 ELEMENTS  DX=0.20
which generates the nodes and elements of figure 2.1

0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1514

14

14 x 0.20 m

figure.1
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GEOMETRY

Command:
GENErate ELEMents real list REPEat n (Times)

where:
real list - size elements

n- number of repeats

Explanation:
GENERATE ELEMENTS subdivides the rail into nodes and elements of varying
mesh size. The generated node and element numbers are mounting along the x-
axis starting at 1. Node 1 coincides with the origin of the co-ordinate system.

Example:
GENERATE. ELEMENTS  0.1*3 0.2*4 0.1*3 REPEAT 99 TIMES which generates
100  times the same repeating structure. In total 1000 elements are generated
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GEOMETRY

Command:

1 2 1 2GENErate CLASsic TRack SPAcing=v SLEeper=v BRIdge=i (Elements) REPeat=i
where:

1

2

1

2

v - spacing of the sleepers

v - width of the sleepers

i - number of elements between two sleepers

i - number of repeats

Explanation:
The GENERATE CLASSIC TRACK command is used to generate the rail and
sleeper elements. The generated node and element numbers are mounting along
the x-axis starting at 1. Node 1 coincides with the origin of the co-ordinate system.
For a finite rail (see BOUNDARIES OFF) the generation starts and ends with a
sleeper element.

Example:
GENERATE CLASSIC TRACK SPACING=65 SLEEPER=.20   BRIDGE=4   /
REPEAT 2 TIMES
which generates the nodes and elements of figure 2.

.20 .15 .15 .15 .20 .15 .15 .15

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 14

13

65.

.

spansleeper

figure 2
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GEOMETRY

Command:
FILL

INSErt  GAP (ELEments) BED

FORMation

 
 
 
  

Explanation:
With a continuous track gap elements are inserted in the soft layers, that is fill layer
or elastic bed or the formation.

Eaxmple:
GENERATE RAIL 100 ELEMENTS DX=0.10
INSERT  GAP  ELEMENTS FILL
INSERT GAP ELEMENTS BED

figure 3

rail elements

gap elements fill elementsno tension
stresses

slab elements
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GEOMETRY

Command:
DELEtions

Table :

[ ]

1 2

1 2

FILL

SLAB

  ELEments i (TO) iBED

FOUNdation

FORMation

REPeat  n  (Times) (SPAcing) n

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

where

1

2

1

2

i - start series of deleted elements

i - end series of deleted elements

n - number of repeats

n - spacing between two repeats

Explanation
The command delete series of elements. A deleted slab element invokes always the
deletion of the corresponding fill element Pure Winkler bed elements without
damping properties  are automatically deleted between sleepers..

Examples:
DELETIONS
FILL ELEMENTS  2 TO 9
SLAB ELEMENTS 3 TO 8
REPEAT 9 TIMES SPACING 10
*
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GEOMETRY

Command:
SUPPorts

Table :

RAIL

list SLAB | Uy | Rz |

FOUNdation

 
 
 
  

where :
list  -  series of nodes

Explanation:
A series of nodes is rigidly supported following the specified dof’s.where
Uy – translation degree of freedom
Rz – rotation degree of freedom

Example:
SUPPORTS
1  RAIL Uy  SLAB Uy Rz
101  SLAB Uy Rz
*
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GEOMETRY

Command:
*CYClic

BOUNdary CONDitions
BORDer

 
 
 

Explanation
The BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON sets the dof’s of the end node equal to the
dof’s of the start node. By these boundary conditions repeating structures and loads
are assumed beyond the borders of the analysed model. These conditions are
useful for the modelling of moving loads  and trains at a continuous rail, the cyclic
boundary condition eliminates the effect of reflecting waves at the borders.
Sometimes the analysed structure if finite, usually for test purposes in the
laboratory. Under these conditions it is necessary to switch off the boundary
contributions.

analyzed model

start end
figure 4

Defaults:
If this command is not given then DARTS will assume cyclic boundary conditions
for the structure
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GEOMETRY

Command:

1 1 2SURFace(File)=a (FRom)  X=v SCale v=
where:

a1 = file of the rail surface
v1= start point of input surface date
v2= magnification factor of the input surface data

Explanation:
Rail surface deformations are input following the data stored into file a1. The data

are taken from a start value that corresponds with the start of the rail. These surface data
are multiplied by the magnification factor. The list of available surface files is found in file
TABLE.SUR in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS

Example:
SURFACE   FILE=‘NST’  SCALE=2.  X=?2.00
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GEOMETRY

Command:
RAIL SURFace

Table

1 1

SINe
(Wave  Number) i ( ) Amplitudo v

COSine

 
= = 

 
where:

i1 = wave number of a sine or cosine shaped deformation of the rail surface
v1 = amplitude of the Fourier series

Explanation:
Rail surface deformations are taken into account by the assumed shape

0

2 2
n n

n n

n x n x
z A B sin C cos

L L

π π∆ = + +∑ ∑ where L is the length of the analysed 

structure and 0  and n nA ,B C  are input.
Example:

RAIL SURFACE  WAVE
WAVE NUMBER =0 AMPLITUDO=0.002
WAVE NUMBER =5  COSINE  AMPLITUDO=-0.002
*

figure 5

0.004 m

5 times

contribution to rail surface
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PROPERTIES
`
Command:

1 2 3 4RAIL  PROPerties  AX=v AY=v IYY=v Radius=v
where

1v = cross section area axial forces [length]2

2v = cross section area times the shape factor [length]2

3v = moment of inertia Iyy  [length]4

4v = radius of cross section rail top  [length]
or
RAIL PROPerties ‘a1’
where
a1 =  name of  rail section profile

Explanation:
The command RAIL PROPERTIES specifies the section properties x y yyA A ,I,  and

the radius R of the rail. Moving trains require the input of the rail radius R for the
computation of the Hertz spring stiffness.
By specifying the name of the rail section profile DARTS  retrieves the section
properties from a file TABLE.LST in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the active
section profile names properties are found in file TABLE.PRF.

Example:
RAIL PROPERTIES AX=0.007656 AY=0.0053592 IYY=0.3055E-4
RAIL PROPERTIES ‘UIC-54’
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2 3RAIL  CONStants  E=v POIsson=v RHO=v
where
v1 = Young's modules E [force][length]-2

v2 = Poisson's ratio ν
v3 = Density ρ [mass][length]-3

Explanation:
The command RAIL CONSTANTS specifies material constants for all rail elements.

Defaults:
If not given the material properties of steel are taken as defaults for the rail
elements.

11 2

2 4

E=2.1 10 N/m

=0.3

=7835 Ns m/

ν
ρ

Example:
RAIL CONSTANTS E=2.7e8 POISSON=0.3 RHO=7.2
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2 3 4 5SLAB PROPerties   Width=v Height=v E=v   POISson=v RHO=v
where

1v active width  for bending stiffness of the slab=

2v height or thickness of the slab=
2

3

4

-3
5

v Young's modulus E [force][length]

v Poisson's ratio

v density [mass][length]

=
=

=

Explanation:
The command SLAB PROPERTIES defines the properties of the slab.

Example:
SLAB PROPERTIES  WIDTH=1.20  HEIGHT=0.40  E=3.E8  POIS=0.3  RHO=2.5
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 1 2SLAB PROPerties  'a Width=v Height=v'
where

1a = name of  predefined slab constants

1v active width  for bending stiffness of the slab=

2v height or thickness of the slab=

Explanation:
The command SLAB PROPERTIES defines the properties of the slab. The name

1a  refers to predefined material properties. The list of available  properties is found
in file TABLE.SLB in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the properties are found in file
SLAB.CON. If no name has been given the command SLAB CONSTANTS is
required to input the  material constants .

Example:
SLAB PROPERTIES ‘BN35’ WIDTH=1.20  HEIGHT=0.40
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2 3 4 5FOUNdation  PROPerties   Width=v Height=v E=v POISson=v RHO=v
where

1v active width  for bending stiffness of the slab=

2v height or thickness of the slab=
2

3

4

-3
5

v Young's modulus E [force][length]

v Poisson's ratio

v density [mass][length]

=
=

=

Explanation:
The command FOUNDATION PROPERTIES defines the properties of the
foundation.

Example:
FOUNDATION PROP   WIDTH=1.20  H=0.40 E=3.E8  POIS=0.3  RHO=2.5
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 1 2FOUNdation PROPerties  'a Width=v Height=v'
where

1a = name of  predefined foundation constants

1v active width  for bending stiffness of the slab=

2v height or thickness of the slab=

Explanation:
The command FOUNDATION PROPERTIES defines the properties of the
foundation. The name 1a  refers to predefined material properties. The list of
available properties is found in file TABLE.SLB in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the
properties are found in file SLAB.CON.

Example:
FOUNDATION PROPERTIES ‘BN35’ WIDTH=1.20  HEIGHT=0.40
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2 3 4 5 6FILL MATErial  KFY=v   CFY=v   DENsity=v   K11=v   K12=v   K22=v
where

1v  = layer stiffness k  [force][length]-2
2

2v = damping layer [force][length]-

3v  = density layer [mass][length]-1

4 6v  until v  =  shear stiffness properties layer [force]

or

1FILL MATErial  'a '
where

1a  = name of predefined fill material properties

Explanation
The command inputs the stiffness, damping and mass properties of the fill material.
The axial properties definition is similar to the ELASTIC BED properties; the
difference is that, unlike the ELASTIC BED properties and the FOUNDATION
PROPERTIES, these properties are defined per length unit of the structure and not
per area unit. It is most likely that these properties have been found by experiments
and are dependent on the structure shape too.

Example
FILL  MATERIAL  KFY=1.2E5  CFY=20.
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PROPERTIES

Command:
FILL MATErial  

Table:

1 2 3 4 5 6list  KFY=v   CFY=v   DENsity=v   K11=v   K12=v   K22=v
where
list = series of elements

1v  = layer stiffness k  [force][length]-2
2

2v = damping layer [force][length]-

3v  = density layer [mass][length]-1

4 6v  until v  =  shear stiffness properties layer [force]

or
Table:

1list 'a '
where
list = series of elements

1a  = name of predefined elastic bed properties

Explanation
The command inputs the stiffness, damping and mass properties of the fill material.
The axial properties definition is similar to the ELASTIC BED properties; the
difference is that, unlike the ELASTIC BED properties and the FOUNDATION
PROPERTIES, these properties are defined per length unit of the structure and not
per area unit. It is most likely that these properties have been found by experiments
and are dependent on the structure shape too.

Example
FILL  MATERIAL
1 to 20 KFY=1.2E5  CFY=20.
21 to 40 KFY=0.5E5  CFY=10.
*
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2 3 4 5 6ELAStic BED  KFY=v   CFY=v   DENsity=v   K11=v   K12=v   K22=v
where

1v  = layer stiffness k  [force][length]-3

2v  = damping layer [force][length]-3

3v  = density layer [mass][length]-2

4 6v  until v  =  shear stiffness properties layer [force][length]-1

or

1ELAStic BED  'a '
where

1a  = name of predefined elastic bed properties

Explanation:
The properties of the elastic bed are given per area unit of the supported slab.
These properties are the same for all elements. The active width of the elastic
bed is defined by the overlaying SLAB layer properties.
The names of the available predefined properties are found in file TABLE.BED in
.folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the properties are found in file BED.CON.

Example:
ELASTIC BEDS ‘Q2’
ELASTIC BEDS  KFY=2.E4   K11=185.   DENSITY=1.90   CFY=75.
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PROPERTIES

Command:
ELAStic BED

Table :

1 2 3 4 5 6list  KFY=v   CFY=v   DENsity=v   K11=v   K12=v   K22=v
where
list = series of elements

1v  = layer stiffness k  [force][length]-3
3

2v = damping layer [force][length]-

3v  = density layer [mass][length]-2

4 6v  until v  =  shear stiffness properties layer [force][length]-1

or
Table:

1list 'a '
where
list = series of elements

1a  = name of predefined elastic bed properties

Explanation:
The elastic bed is the soft layer between slab and foundation, or simply, the layer
under the slab. Stiffness, damping and density are the dominant properties of the
elastic bed.
The shear stiffness properties are explained in the Theoretical Manual.
These properties are given per area unit of the supported slab and may vary with
the elements. The active width of the elastic bed is defined by the overlaying SLAB
layer properties. The names of the available predefined properties are found in
file TABLE.BED in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the properties are found in file
BED.CON

Example:
ELASTIC BEDS
1 TO 40    KFY=2.E4   K11=185.   DENSITY=1.90   CFY=75.
41 TO 80  KFY=2.E7   K11=185.   DENSITY=1.90   CFY=10.
*
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2 3 4 5 6FORMation PROPerties  KFY=v  CFY=v  DENsity=v  K11=v  K12=v  K22=v
where

1v  = layer stiffness k  [force][length]-3

2v  = damping layer [force][length]-3

3v  = density layer [mass][length]-2

4 6v  until v  =  shear stiffness properties layer [force][length]-1

or

1FORMation PROPerties  'a '
where

1a  = name of predefined formation properties

Explanation:
The properties of the formation are given per area unit of the supported
foundation. These properties are the same for all elements. The active width of
the formation is defined by the overlaying FOUNDATION layer properties –see
FOUNDATION PROPERTIES-. These properties are defined in the same way as
the ELASTIC BED properties –see ELASTIC BED-.
The names of the available predefined properties are found in file TABLE.BED in
.folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the properties are found in file BED.CON.

Example:
FORMATION PROPERTIES ‘Q2’
FORMATION PROPERTIES  KFY=2.E4 K11=185. DENSITY=1.90 CFY=75.
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PROPERTIES

Command:
FORMation PROPerties

Table:

1 2 3 4 5 6list  KFY=v   CFY=v   DENsity=v   K11=v   K12=v   K22=v
where
list = series of elements

1v  = layer stiffness k  [force][length]-3

2v  = damping layer [force][length]-3

3v  = density layer [mass][length]-2

4 6v  until v  =  shear stiffness properties layer [force][length]-1

or

1FORMation PROPerties  'a '
where

1a  = name of predefined formation properties

Explanation:
The properties of the formation are given per area unit of the supported

foundation. These properties are the same for all elements. The active width of
the formation is defined by the overlaying FOUNDATION layer properties –see
FOUNDATION PROPERTIES-. These properties are defined in the same way as
the ELASTIC BED properties –see ELASTIC BED-.

The names of the available predefined properties are found in file
TABLE.BED in .folder DARTS\PROGRAMS, the properties are found in file
BED.CON.

Example:
FORMATION PROPERTIES  ‘Q2’
FORMATION PROPERTIES KFY=2.E4 K11=185. DENSITY=1.90  CFY=75.
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 2SLEeper MASs v WIDE=v=
where

v1 = half of the total  mass of a sleeper  [mass]

Explanation:
A sleeper is part of a classic track: a sleeper is supported by a spring support -see
SPRING PROPERTIES- and covered by a rail pad –see RAIL PADS-. The cross
section of a sleeper is assumed to be rigid. The only contribution to the model is the
inertia of the mass. The input of the total mass is expected.

Example
SLEEPER MASS=0.270 WIDE=0.25
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1RAIL PADs 'a '
where

1a  = name of predefined rail pad properties
or

1 2 3RAIL  PADS K v C v W=v= =
where
list -= series of rail pads
v1 = stiffness of rail pad  [force][length]-1

v2 = damping coefficient [force][time][length]-1

v3 = active width of the rail pad

Explanation
The command inputs the stiffness and damping properties of the rail pads. All rail
pads get the same properties.

Defaults
 The default width W is the element length of the incident sleeper.

Example
RAIL PADS  K=2.e6 C=200. W=0.12
RAIL PADS ‘P2’
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PROPERTIES

Command:
RAIL PADs

Table:

1list 'a '
where
list = series of rail pads

1a  = name of predefined rail pad properties
or

Table:

1 2 3list K v C v W=v= =
where

list -= series of rail pads
v1 = stiffness of rail pad  [force][length]-1

v2 = damping coefficient [force][time][length]-1

v3 = active width of the rail pad

Explanation
Rail pads are associated with a classic track: it is assumed that a sleeper supports
the rail pads. The command inputs the stiffness and damping properties of the
pads. These properties may vary with the elements. The list of predefined rail pad
properties is found in file TABLE.PAD in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS. The
properties are found in file PAD.CON

Defaults
 The default width W is the element length of the incident sleeper.

Example
RAIL PADS
1 to 97 by 4       ‘P1’
101 to 197 by 4 ‘P2’
*
RAIL PADS
1 to 97 by 4 K=2.e6 C=200. W=0.12
101 to 197 by 4 K=4.e5 C=60.
*
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1SPRIng PROPerties 'a '
where

1a  = name of predefined spring support properties
or

1 2 3SPRIng PROPerties K v C v W=v= =
where
v1 = stiffness of spring  [force][length]-1

v2 = damping coefficient [force][time][length]-1

v3 = active width of the ballast bed represented by the spring

Explanation
The command inputs the stiffness and damping properties of spring that models the
ballast bed supporting the sleeper. All springs get the same properties. This
element can be applied only in combination with the sleeper element.

Defaults
 The default width W is the element length of the incident sleeper.

Example
SPRING PROPERTIES  K=2.e6 C=200. W=0.12
SPRING PROPERTIES ‘P2’
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PROPERTIES

Command:
SPRIng PROPerties

Table:

1list 'a '
where
list = series of springs

1a  = name of predefined spring properties
or

Table:

1 2 3list K v C v W=v= =
where
list -= series of springs
v1 = stiffness of spring support  [force][length]-1

v2 = damping coefficient [force][time][length]-1

v3 = active width of the ballast bed that is modelled by the spring.

Explanation
Spring supports are associated with a classic track: it is assumed that a sleeper
supports the rail pads. The command inputs the stiffness and damping properties of
the spring that models the ballast bed. These properties may vary with the
elements. The list of predefined spring properties is found in file TABLE.PAD in
folder DARTS\PROGRAMS. The properties are found in file PAD.CON

Defaults
 The default width W is the element length of the incident sleeper.

Example
SPRING PROPERTIES
1 to 97 by 4       ‘P1’
101 to 197 by 4 ‘P2’
*
SPRING PROPERTIES
1 to 97 by 4 K=2.e6 C=200. W=0.12
101 to 197 by 4 K=4.e5 C=60.
*
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PROPERTIES

Command:
LOAD  MASS

Table:

1 2 1n (TO n M=v)
where:

1

2

1

n - start node series 

n - end node series

v - load mass per node

Explanation:
Lumped masses, usually generating a load applied directly at the rail, are input.
The normal load condition is the impact load -that is load mass times velocity- that
can be input by the impulse load command. With small load masses the impulse
load can be simulated by a time dependent load history ignoring the mass
contribution. With considerable load masses the mass cannot be ignored in a
dynamic analysis and has to be taken into account.

Example:

LOAD MASSES
6  MASS=100.
7  MASS=100.
*
IMPULSE LOADS  NODES
….
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LOADS

Command:
STATIc POINt LOAds

Table:
list FY=v1  MZ=v2

where
list = series of nodes
v1   = force Fy  [force]
v2   = moment Mz  [force][length]

Explanation:
The STATIC POINT LOADS command specifies the static point loads at the rail.
Each node may appear but once in the table.

Example:
STATIC POINT LOADS
1  TO  8  Fy=100.  Mz=-300
50 to 51  Fy=400.
*
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LOADS

Command:
STATic MEMBer LOAds

Table:
list PY=v1

where
list = series of elements
v1   = uniformly distributed load  [force][length]-1

Explanation
STATIC MEMBER LOADS is used to input static uniformly distributed loads.

Example
STATIC MEMBER LOADS
1 TO 25 PY=100.
31 TO 40 PY=40.
*
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LOADS

Command:

1 2GRAVity  (ACCeleration) TRACk=v VEHIcle=v
where
v1 =  acceleration  y-direction of track structure components
v2 =  acceleration  y-direction of moving vehicle components

Explanation
The specific weight will be found from density ρ and acceleration g by p=ρg. Density
ρ should be given by the CONSTANTS command. If not input the default value is
used. For a moving vehicle or train the second parameter will be used.
The dynamic analysis of moving trains requires the gravity acceleration for the
generation of Hertz spring stiffness and the application of any load on the track.

Defaults:
If not input the default value of both the track accelerations and the vehicle
accelerations is v1=9.80665 m/s2 . If not input in this command the gravity
acceleration, and thus dead weight, of the vehicle does not change.

Example:
GRAVITY ACCELERATION TRACK=0. VEHICLE=10.
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LOADS

Command:
DYNAmic 1 1POINt  (LOADs) (File) 'a (Period=v' )

Table:

2(NODes)list (AMPlitido)FY v=
where
a1    = name of applied time history file
list  = series of nodes

1

2 y

v =period for  harmonic functions

v =amplitude force F

Explanation:
The DYNAMIC POINT LOADS command specifies time dependent point loads.
Load file a1 will be multiplied times the amplitude and applied at the nodes of the
list.
The load files 1a  are predefined. The names 1a  are found in file TABLE.HIS in
folder DARTS\PROGRAMS. Always available are the harmonic functions SINE and
COSINE. If not input the default load file is the unit step function.

Example:
DYNAMIC POINT LOADS ‘STEP’
NODES 1 TO 8 AMPLITUDE Fy=100.
NODES 50 to 51  Fy=400.
*
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LOADS

Command:
IMPUlse LOADs

Table:

1 2 1

Node
  i (TIMe POInt) i FY=v

WHeel

 
 
 
where

1

2

1

i - node or wheel number

i - time point

v - applied impulse

Explanation:
The command IMPULSE LOADS specifies applied lumped impulses at given time
points (time = 2  x i t∆   = time point x time step ). Specification of NODES  results
into a single impulse applied at the rail, specification of WHEEL results into an
impulse pair of two equal and opposite impulses applied at the rail and the wheel
axis. If at the given time point the wheel does not coincide with a rail node, then
DARTS redistributes the rail impulse.

Example
IMPULSE LOADS
NODE 51 TIME POINT 10 FY=0.05
WHEEL 4 TIME POINT 100 FY=0.01
*

figure 6

single impuls
following NODE

impulse pair
following WHEEL
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LOADS

Command:

1 1MOVIngLOAD  File='a ' Velocity v=
where

1

1

a =name series moving point loads

v =velocity moving loads series

Explanation:
A series of moving point loads are called by the reference to file 1a . The start
position of the moving load series is taken such that the last load is positioned at
node 1 at x=0. Take care that the length of the defined track is sufficient to host the
defined load series!
The  names of available moving load series are found in file TABLE.MVL in folder
DARTS\PROGRAMS.

Example:
MOVING LOADS FILE =‘DUO’  VELOCITY=20.

figure 7

1.65 m

v=20. m/s v=20. m/s

a moving load series called 'DUO'
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LOADS

Command:

1 1MOVIng  TRAIn  File='a Velocity=v'
where

1a = name moving train

1v = velocity train

Explanation:
By the reference to file 1a  a train, built up from bodies, bogies, wheels, masses,
springs and dampers is defined. The names of the predefined trains are found in file
TABLE.TRN in folder DARTS\PROGRAMS. By the roughness of the rail surface –
see the commands DARTS SURFACE and SURFACE FILE- dynamic load
interaction is provoked between rail and wheel.

figure 8

The start position of the moving train is taken such that the last wheel coincides
with the first node of the defined rail track. The numbering of the train
components is such that the numbering of bodies, bogies, wheels and springs
start at 1 at the right hand side of the train and increases to the left hand side.

figure 9
Example:

MOVING TRAIN FILE=’TGV’  VELOCITY=60.

3 2 145678

5 4 3 2 1

secondary suspensions

bogie

wheel

Hertz spring

primary suspension

rail

body/coach
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ANALYSIS

Command:

1 2INTEgrate(Until)v (BY)v
where
v1  = end time integration process
v2  = integration step ? t

Explanation:
The response is evaluated until v1 seconds, using a time step ?t=v2.

Limits:
For moving loads and vehicles the time step t∆  has to be chosen such that

minv t x∆ ≤ ∆
where v=velocity moving load or vehicle and minx∆  is the minimum element size.
For the maximum number of integration steps: see LIMITS.

Example:
INTEGRATE UNTIL 0.1 BY 0.001
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ANALYSIS

Command:

1 2 3ARTIficial  DAMPing  RAIL v SLAB v HERTZ v= = =
where
v1  = artificial damping rail.
v2  = artificial damping slab
v3  = artificial damping Hertz spring

Explanation:
This command inputs  the artificial damping parameter θ  of the track components.
Taking the value 1.θ =  we get the maximum possible artificial damping. The
relation with respect to the physical damping parameter ζ , defined by

E Eσ ε ζ ε= + , is given by tζ θ= ∆ . Artificial damping is dependent on the time
step t∆ .

Defaults:
Default values 1 2 3 0v v v= = =

Example:
ARTIFICIAL DAMPING RAIL=1. HERTZ=0.5
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ANALYSIS

Command:
CONVergence LIMIts (NUMber) (OF) (CYCles) i1
where
i1  = maximum number of iteration steps per time step

Explanation:
The maximum number of cycles are set by this command. An iteration process is
started if gaps are opening or closing; this process terminates if no more changes
occur or if the maximum number of cycles has been exceeded. This command is
only meaningful together with gap elements.

Example:
CONVERGENCE LIMITS NUMBER=20
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ANALYSIS

Command:
SAVE RESUlts

Table
TIMe POINts

 list
TRAck ELEments

 
 
 

Explanation:
The command limits the saved results to specified series of time points or to the
specified series of track elements. The moving train results are always saved, but
may be limited by the time points.. The command must be given prior to  the
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS command.

Default:
If not input all results of a dynamic analysis are saved.

Example:
SAVE RESULTS
TRACK ELEMENT 45 TO 55
TIME POINTS 0 TO 1000 BY 10
*
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END COMMAND MODE INPUT

All commands that are discussed hereafter are only accessible from the menu mode as
discussed in PART 2. The STATIC ANALYSIS and the DYNAMIC ANALYSIS and the
postprocess commands are invoked from the menu mode. Even if included in the
command file these commands are not executed.
The program switches automatically from the command input mode to the menu input
mode. Postprocessing can be resumed at another time. The results of an analysis are kept
in such a way that a restart of the postprocess is possible.
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ANALYSIS

Command:
STATic ANALysis

Explanation:
This command provokes the execution of a static analysis of the static loads, such
as the dead weight load, applied at the structure.

Example:
STATIC ANALYSIS

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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ANALYSIS

Command:
DYNAmic ANALysis

Explanation:
This command provokes the execution of a static analysis of the static load applied
at the structure to be followed by a dynamic analysis of the time dependent loads.
The integration process is outlined in the Theoretical Manual. After this command
the postprocess commands can be issued.

Example:
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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LIST RESULTS

Command:
TIME POINt list
where
list  = series of time points

Explanation:
The command INTEGRATION STEPS generates a series of time points, starting at
0. Output commands are executed for the series of time points given by the most
recent TIME POINTS command

Example:
TIME POINTS 0 to 200 by 5

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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LIST RESULTS

Command:
NUMBer LINEs Per Page

Explanation:
This command sets the number of lines per page for the listed output commands.

Defaults:
If not input RAIL assumes 55 lines per page.

Example:
NUMBER LINES PER PAGE 20

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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LIST RESULTS

Command:
GEOmetry

LIST (BY)
TIMe

 
 
 

Table :

1

*TRAck
DISplacements

WHeel NODe
FORces ( ) i

 BOGie ELEment
ACCeleration

 BODy

 
                   

 
where
i1 =  node, element or wheel load number

Explanation:
LIST BY TIME prints the results at given track nodes, elements or vehicle
components for a series of time points as specified by TIME POINTS.
LIST BY GEOMETRY prints the results of all track nodes or elements per time
point; for each time point as specified by TIME POINTS a complete output set is
generated. This output is stored into file project.out in folder DARTS\USER.

Example:
TIME POINTS 0 TO 20 BY 4
LIST BY GEOMETRY
FORCES
DISPLACEMENTS
*
LIST BY TIME
FORCES TRACK ELEMENT 12
DISPLACEMENT BOGIE 1
ACCLERATIONS BODY 2
*

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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LIST RESULTS

Command:
MATLab  FILEs 

Table:

1 1

Rail

SLEeper

DISPlacements FRontBALlast

FORces BAckSLAb

ACCElerations CONtactBOGie

BODy

WHEel

'a '  (  ) (NODe)  i

 
 
 
    
    
    
        
 
  

where

1a  = name file

1i  = node number

Explanation:
MATLAB FILES returns an ASCII file, named ‘ 1a ’, with time and displacements of
the specified node number. The output is formatted following the FORTRAN format
E12.5,1X,E12.5 The files are located in folder DARTS\USER.

Example
MATLAB FILES
‘ NODE-12’  DISPLACEMENT  RAIL  NODE 12
*

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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PLOT RESULTS

Command:
TIME POINt list
where
list  = series of time points

Explanation:
The command INTEGRATION STEPS generates a series of time points, starting at
0. Output commands are executed for the series of time points given by the most
recent TIME POINTS command

Example:
TIME POINTS 0 to 200 by 5

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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PLOT RESULTS

Command:
PLOT (BY) GEOMetry SCale=v1 COLor=cols

Table:
 VY 

 MZ

DISplacement UY
TRack

( FORce DUY
Vehicle

MOMent SH

 SU

ACC

)

 
 
 
  

   
          

 
  

where
v1  = scaled size of maximum absolute function value

Explanation:
PLOT GEOMETRY plots shear forces (VY), bending moments (MZ), displacements
(UY), dynamic displacements (DUY), shear forces base (SH) or supporting stresses
(SU) of fill layer or foundation for the given time points. The SCALE size is related to
the size of the horizontal X-axis.
Meaningful combinations are UY TRack, DUY TRack, MZ TRack, VY TRack,
SHear TRack, SUpport TRack, ACCelerations TRack, UY Vehicle, ACCelerations
Vehicle.

Defaults:
If SCALE is not input DARTS takes the default value SCALE =1. factor. Usually this
value satisfies.

Example:
TIME POINTS 0 TO 40
PLOT GEOMETRY  SCALE=2.00 COLOR=GREEN
FORCE VY
DISPLACEMENT UY TRACK
DISPLACEMENT UY VEHICLES
*

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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PLOT RESULTS

Command:
PLOT  (BY) TIME SCale=v1 COLor=cols

Table :
VY

*Track
MY

WHeel
UY

DISplacement BOGie
DUY NODes

( FORce ) BODy ( ) list
SHear ELEments

MOMent Hertz
SUpport

PRimary
SPring

SECond
ACC

 
  
  
  
          

               
  
      

where
v1  = scaled size of maximum absolute function value
list = series of nodes or elements

Explanation:
PLOT TIME plots shear forces rail (VY), bending moments (MZ), displacements
(UY), dynamic displacements (DUY), shear forces base (SH), rail pad forces (P) or
vehicle spring forces and wheel/rail contact forces (SP) as function of time. The
SCALE size is related to the size (in seconds) of the horizontal time axis.
Meaningful combinations are UY TRack, DUY TRack, VY TRAck, MZ TRack,
SHear TRack, SUpport TRack, ACCeleration TRack, UY Wheel, UY BOGie, UY
BODy, ACC Wheel, ACC BOGie, ACC BODy, SPRing Hertz, SPRing Primary,
SPRing SECondary

Defaults:
If  SCALE is not input DARTS takes the  default value SCALE=1. Usually this value
satisfies.

Example:
TIME POINTS 0 TO 40
PLOT TIME  COLOR=RED
VY TRACK ELEMENT 3,4
UY WHEEL 1
*

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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PLOT RESULTS

Command:
PLOT EXTReme SCale=v1 COLor=cols

Table :

 VY 

 MZ Rail

DISplacement UY Slab

( FORce )  DUY Bed

MOMent SHear Fill

SUpport Pad

ACC

 
                             
  

where
v1  = scaled size of maximum absolute function value

Explanation:
PLOT EXTREME plots extreme (envelopes) shear forces (VY), bending
moments(MZ), displacements (UY), dynamic displacements (DUY), shear forces
base (SH),support stresses (SU) or accelerations (ACC) for the given time points.
Meaningful combinations are UY Rail, DUY Rail, MZ Rail, VY Rail, Shear Rail,
ACCeleration Rail, UY Slab, DUY Slab, MZ Slab, VY Slab, ACC Slab, SUpports Fill,
SUpports Pad

Defaults:
If SCALE is not input DARTS takes the default value SCALE =1.

Example:
TIME POINTS 0 TO 40
PLOT EXTREME  SCALE=2.00 COLOR=GREEN
VY RAIL
UY SLAB
SUPPORT FILL
*

THIS COMMAND CAN BE INVOKED ONLY IN THE MENU MODE
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FINISH

Command
FINIsh

Explanation
FINISH terminates the input of commands. The job is closed..

Example:
FINISH
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PARAMETERS

The definition of a model data file includes the possibility to use parameters. For this
purpose items starting with the letters ZZ are interpreted as parameters. These
parameters obtain their value in the parameter file called project.PAR Such a file is
defined from the START menu by the  PARAMETER button.
An example explains the function. In file project.PAR we specify

‘ZZBED’=’3.2E7’
‘ZZTHICK’=’0.35’

and in the model data file we write
… THICK=ZZTHICK…
….KFY=ZZBED……

In the model data file we do not use quotes, in the parameter file project.PAR we
enclose the parameters and their values between quotes.

Applications is the use of parameters for exercises (education) or optimisation processes
or simple design processes.
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DARTS:The dynamic analysis of a rail track structure

Part 4: Theoretical Manual
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INTRODUCTION

The program DARTS has been written for the analysis of rail tracks loaded by vehicles
moving on the track. Basically rail tracks are built up from stiff layers separated from each
other by soft layers. A particular case is the classic rail track, a structure that is built up from
rail, sleepers and ballast bed. Between rail and sleeper the inserted rail pad provides the
soft layer, the ballast bed is usually the bottom soft layer and the sleeper is the stiff
component. DARTS can handle a maximum of  three stiff and soft layers.

figure 1

The track structure can be loaded by moving loads or moving vehicles or by immovable
time dependent loads. A moving vehicle generates the load by the roughness of the rail
surface. We will discuss the theoretical aspects of the structure modelling, the load
modelling and the procedure for the solution of the equations of motion.

The starting points for our analysis are the following:
- The structure is loaded by vertical loads only
- In the horizontal plane the structure properties are symmetric with respect to the track

axis
- The contributions of the axial forces in the layers are neglected
-     Bending length of deformations stiff layer > thickness of stiff layer

Using these starting points we can develop both simple and powerful models for a dynamic
analysis of these complex structures. The analysis of track structures is performed in a
numerical way following the concepts of the displacement method [1],[9]. First we have
to model the structure and the loads into equations of motion. Second we have to solve
these equations in a numerical way.
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MODELLING THE TRACK STRUCTURE

The stiff layers

The role of stiff layers is to redistribute vertical loads by bending and shear deformation
of the layer. Stiff layers are the rail, the slab and the foundation –see figure 2-. To model
the stiff layer properties we use beam elements that take into account the bending
stiffness and shear deformation following the Timoshenko beam theory.

figure 2
Nodal displacements and nodal forces of a beam element

I = moment of inertia
E = Young's modulus
G = shear modulus

1
4

1
4

EI
p    =  +  x

x

EI
q    =  -  x

x

λ

λ

∆
∆

∆
∆

The inertia properties are modelled by translational inertia and rotational inertia, which
results in a mass matrix M e  :

1 3 4 5

3 2 5 6

2
4 5 1 3

5 6 3 2

1
e
beam

f f f f

f f f fA x

f f f f( )

f f f f

ρ
φ

− 
 −∆  =  −+
 − − −  

M

with
r = density
A = cross section area

2

12EI
 =

GA x
φ

∆
1

and

w f w f
1 1 2 2 F    T F    T

1 1 2 2
e e e ee ee e

∆x ∆x

e
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φ φ

φ φ φ φ
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+ + + + +

+ + + −

+ −

+ + − −

+ + + + −

=

=∆

=∆

=

=∆

=∆

=
∆

Because damping of the stiff components is small and because very little is known about
the damping properties we do not input these properties directly. Nevertheless it is
sometimes necessary to apply some damping of these components; those cases are
discussed with the so-called artificial damping that will be discussed with the solution
methods.

Properties of soft layers

The simple model
Taking into account the vertical stresses and
displacements only we can write the equations
of motion

k w cw mw f+ + =
with

k - spring stiffness
c – damping factor
m - density

Usually these parameters are given per area
unit of the surface. However, for the fill layer
these parameters are mostly fixed in an

experimental way and given per length unit of the structure.
Numerically these parameters are processed in constant shear elements that are
inserted between the bending layers.

Assumptions secondary shear properties:
If we consider also the secondary shear properties of the soft layers, then we make the
following extra assumptions:

- soft stiffd
G G

h
<<   By this assumption the development of the normal forces does not

contribute significantly.

- 2soft stiffh
E ( ) E

d
<<  By this assumption the development of the bending moment of the

figure 3
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soft layer does not contribute significantly.

figure 4

Shear properties aside

Aside two shear stresses are developed, namely yzσ by

displacements 2 1w w w∆ = −  and shear stress xzσ  by

horizontal displacements xu .

The contribution of shear stress yzσ is taken into account by

spring stiffness k; the contribution of xzσ  is not yet
considered. This contribution arises from shear deformation

2 1x xsoft
xz x,z

u u
u

a
γ

−
= =

Based upon the rotations 1 2 and φ φ  we get the horizontal displacements

1

2

1 1

2 2

x

x

u ( y y )

u ( y y )

φ

φ

= −

= −
For the bending layers we assume that shear deformation ψ φ<< . Hence we can write

for soft
xzγ

2 2 1 1

1 1 2 2

1 1

or

soft
xz

soft
xz ,x .x

( y y ) ( y y )
a a

( y ) w ( y ) w

γ φ φ

γ α α

= − − −

≈ +

h

d

stiff layer or bending layer

soft layer

stiff layer or bending layer

soft layer

x

y

z

a

figure 5

x

y

y1

figure 6
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The shear stress xzσ is given by soft soft
xz xzGσ γ=  and the shear contribution to the strain

energy is given by

111 12
1 2

212 22

,xsoft soft soft soft
xz xz ,x ,x

,xcross
section

wa a
G dA G w w

wa a
γ δγ δ δ

  =      
   

∫∫

Transverse shear properties

figure 7

The averaged transverse shear deformation soft
xyγ  of the soft layer is given by

1 2
1 2 1 2

1

2
soft
xy ,x ,x

h h
( w w )

d d
γ φ φ= − − + +

Because 1 1 2 2 and ,x ,xw wφ φ≈ ≈  we can write

1 1 2 2
soft
xy ,x ,xc w c wγ ≈ +

The strain energy of the transverse shear strains is now given by
2

11 1 2
1 2 2

21 2 2

,xsoft soft soft soft
xy xy ,x ,x

,xcross
section

wc c c
G dA G A w w

wc c c
γ δγ δ δ

   
=       

  
∫∫

Both contributions

The secondary contributions of the shear stresses to the strain is now given by

111 12
1 2

212 22

2
11 11 1

12 12 1 2

2
22 22 2

where

,xsoft
,x ,x

,x

soft

soft

soft

wk k
E w w

wk k

k G ( a c A )

k G ( a c c A )

k G ( a c A )

δ δ δ
  

=      
   

= +
= +

= +
Because of the complex construction of these parameters it seems obvious that these
parameters have to be fixed in an experimental way. The parameters are dependent
both on the material and the geometry; an analytical approach seems very doubtful.

d

x

y

z

bending layer 1

soft layer 

bending layer 2

h1

h2

dσ
xy
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Bottom layer

If the bottom layer is a soft layer we simply assume that 2 0,xw =  and 1w w∆ = .
The strain energy is now given by

1 1 1 11 1
soft

,x ,xE w k w w k wδ δ δ= +
This formulation leads to the so-called Pasternak foundation; assuming 11 0k =  leads to
the Winkler foundation.

Classic track components

The typical classic track components are the sleepers,
covered by a rail pads and supported by the ballast bed.
In our models we will be model per sleeper the ballast
bed by one single supporting spring. The properties of
the soft component are defined by lateral stiffness and
damping. Maree [2] showed that also the rail pad
damping and stiffness play an important role in
structure behaviour.

The stiffness padk  and damping padc of the rail pad

elements are distributed about a 4-node element with
length x∆ of the rail element. The difference between
the real length w of the component and the element

length x∆  is taken into account by the factor 
w

x
λ =

∆
.

The stiffness matrix Kpad is given by

1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2 2 2
1 2

2 2 1 1

2 2 1 1

1 1 1 1
with

4 12 4 12
k

pad pad

α α α α
α α α α

α λ α λ
α α α α
α α α α

− − 
 − − = = + = − − −
 − −  

K

Damping matrix Cpad is given by pad
pad pad

pad

c

k
=C K

The sleeper is modelled by a rigid body. The mass has been distributed  about a 2-node
element with length x∆  following mass matrix Msl:

1 2

2 1
sl sM

α α
α α

 
=  

 
M

∆x

wpad

rail

rail pad

sleeper

wsleeper

wspring

spring support

foundation

figure 8
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The spring support is modelled in the same way as the rail pad. Only the parameters

 and  are replaced by  and pad pad spring springk c k c .

Gap elements

It is assumed that the contact face between the rail and the fill layer is unbonded which
means that the supporting fill layer does nottransfer any load; this is called "gapping".
The gapping criterion is represented by the condition that no tension stress between rail
and slab layer is possible in the fill layer. Gap elements can be inserted in each of the
soft layers, that is between rail and slab or between slab and foundation and under the
foundation.

figure 9

Vehicle models

figure 10 moving train

A moving vehicle is modelled to a series of masses, springs and dampers. Spring
stiffness, damping and mass properties are usually known from the manufacturer. The
contact with the rail is modelled by a Hertz spring following Grassie [4]:

rail elements

gap elements fill elementsno tension
stresses

slab elements
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2

3
2 2

6

4 1
wheel rail

H

E P R R
k

( )ν
=

−
DARTS generates the Hertz spring stiffness from the input parameters.
These models are usually predefined by a series of specific commands –see the
PROGRAMMER’s MANUAL-

figure 11 Model of vehicle

Boundary conditions

One of the numerical problems of the modelling of large structures (such as a rail track)
for a dynamic analysis is the disturbance caused by boundary conditions and the initial
conditions. Much of the initial condition disturbances are solved by the dead weight load
analysis in the first integration step. Boundary disturbances are solved very efficient by
the application of ‘cyclic’ boundary conditions.

figure 12

Application of cyclic boundary conditions means that the deformations at start and end of
the analysed rail track are put equal to each other. In fact we define a repeating structure
with repeating loads.
A second application of cyclic boundary condition is associated with moving loads; a
moving load system may cross the border of the analysed structure and ‘reappear’ at the
beginning of the structure. In this way we can analyse very long structures (until 10 times
the structure size) with a limited model.

secondary suspensions

bogie

wheel

Hertz spring

primary suspension

rail

body/coach

analysed structure

cyclic
boundary
condition

cyclic
boundary
condition
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LOAD MODELLING

Dead weight loads

The DYNAMIC ANALYSYS command evaluates the deformations and stresses for the
structure under the applied loads. Because of the gravity acceleration the masses
contribute to the static loads by a dead weight contribution. The deformations of this load
contribution are usually not required for our analysis, mostly the contribution of the time
dependent loads only are required. DARTS shows only these ‘dynamic’ deformations.
The forces and stresses, however, are usually  important enough to be taken into
account and shown in the results. DARTS shows the combined stress results of dead
weight loads and time dependent dynamic loads.

A somewhat complicated case is the deformation of a moving vehicle or train. The dead
weight load deformation of vehicle and track are considered independent from each
other; both are defined and solved at the beginning of the integration process. For this
analysis DARTS assumes the train to be supported at the wheel axes –see figure 13-
and ignores the Hertz springs. From this analysis we get the reaction forces P at the
wheel axes, which will be applied for the computation of the Hertz spring stiffness. The
dynamic deformations of the vehicle are taken with respect to this initial deformation
shape.

figure 13

secondary suspensions

bogie

wheel

primary suspension

continuous track

P P P P

body/coach
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Immovable time dependent loads

Immovable time dependent loads are characterised by their time history. DARTS avails
on some predefined time histories, always available are the harmonic sine and cosine
functions. A time history f(t) is given by the time ordinates it  and the function values if ;
between two values the function is interpolated linear. Given two values with the same
time ordinate then DARTS assumes a discontinuous function; step functions are defined
in that way. The time ordinates do not coincide necessarily with the integration points; in
those cases, however, it is most likely that some round off errors are introduced –see
figure 14-

figure 14

A very specific time dependent load is the impulse load. Basically the impulse P is the

result of a load integrated about timeP F(t)dt= ∫ . To apply an impulse load we can

define a short time history, to be associated with a time dependent load, or we can apply
straight on an impulse load by the command IMPULSE LOADS.

figure 15

The smaller the time step the larger is the load 0F  that we have to define.

Moving loads

The most common way, but not the best way, to model a moving train is to define a
series of moving loads travelling on the track –see figure 16-.

f(t)

time

load history in analysis

integration points

F(t)

time

integration points

F0

∆t

P = F t0∆
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figure 16

Moving loads cross a time space interval of length x∆  and time t∆ . Because a moving
load should not skip any element DARTS requires that the time steps are sufficient small
such that c t x∆ ≤ ∆

figure 17

Moving vehicles

A moving train generates a load application by the roughness of the surface of the rail.
By this roughness the distance between wheel axis and rail surface changes and the so-
called Hertz spring applies a load at both the wheel axis and the rail surface –see figure
18- The shape of the load is now directly dependent on the shape of the rail surface.

figure 18

moving loads on an embedded rail structure
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Because of the roughness z∆ of the rail surface the Hertz spring is elongated. The
associated spring forces, acting at wheel axis and rail surface, are given by

rail H

wheel H

F k z

F k z

= − ∆
= ∆

The structure of a moving load is usually defined with cyclic boundary conditions. The
continuation of a rail surface across the boundary, such as defined in DARTS, is taken
by mirroring the preceding surface at the extension –see figure 19-. In this way no
discontinuities of the surface are possible.

figure 19

defined
surface

mirrored
surface

defined track
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SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The integration procedure

The equations of motion
The direct integration process has been based upon relations between lumped impulses
and discrete displacements at t=t0 and t=t1.

figure 20 A time space element

The relations are outlined in [1] and resulted into the equations

1 1 1

+ =
+ =

00 0 01 1 0

0 0 1 1
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The lumped impulse vector p0 at t=t0 has been built up from a contribution res
0p  from the

preceding time interval and a contribution 0∆p resulting from the applied loads. At the

starting point t=t0 both the displacements u0 and the impulses p0 are known.

From the first series of equations we solve u1 following

u
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( )−= −1
1 01 0 00 0u H p H u

The lumped impulse vector p1 is found by substitution of the displacements into the
second series of equations following

= +1 10 0 11 1p H u H u

This contribution  will be applied at the time space elements of the next time interval.

The numerical problems, associated with direct integration methods such as outlined,
are  numerical stability and overshoot. Numerical instability means the exponential
growth of round off errors; this phenomenon has to be controlled anyhow.
Taking 0γ >  numerical stability is dependent on time step t∆ ; the process is numerical
stable for sufficient small values of t∆ . Taking 0γ ≤  unconditional numerical stability is

possible for every value t∆ . Default value in DARTS is 0.γ =
The problem of overshoot is discussed with the artificial damping.

Moving vehicles

figure 21  Moving vehicle crossing a time space element

To insert a moving vehicle into the equations of motion we have to couple the common
d.o.f’s of vehicle and track. For the common contact displacement Du  we will assume

1 1
0 0 0 0 02 2

1 1
1 1 1 1 12 2

D A B
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u ( )u ( )u

u ( )u ( )u

ξ ξ

ξ ξ
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where 0 1
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x x
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∆ ∆
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we formulate the coupling condition by
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0 0 0

1 1 1

veh

veh

=

=

u T u

u T u

To move the contact loads from the contact point D to the rail d.o.f.’s we have to

premultiply the loads by 0 1  and T TT T respectively.

0 0 0 1 1 1  andveh T veh veh T veh→ →p T p p T p

The vehicle equations of motion are given by

00 0 01 1 0

10 0 11 1 1

veh veh veh veh veh

veh veh veh veh veh

+ =

+ =

H u H u p

H u H u p

To insert the vehicle into the combined track/vehicle equations of motion we substitute

the coupling conditions. This yields 0 00 0 0 01 1 0 0 0

11 10 0 1 11 1 1 1

T veh T veh T veh

T veh T veh T veh

    
=    

       

T H T T H T u T p

uT H T T H T T p

or

00 0 01 1 0

10 0 11 1 1

* * *

* * *

+ =

+ =

H u H u p

H u H u p

Because 0 1≠T T  it turns out that matrix 01
*H  is no more symmetric.

Also for the moving vehicles it is required to take time step ?t such that c t x∆ < ∆ .

Artificial damping

For many dynamic analyses we need many time steps to compute the required results.
Many solution procedures yield acceptable results if the time step is limited by the

condition that 1n tω ∆ ≤ where nω  is the largest eigenfrequency of the numerical model.

For short lasting loads and responses this limitation is acceptable, for long lasting loads
such as moving loads this limitation is too restrictive.
Large time steps, however,  are associated  with numerical stability and artificial
damping. Numerical stability is controlled by taking parameter 0.γ ≤ The default values

in DARTS guarantee unconditional numerical stability.
Overshoot is the phenomenon that a disturbance, initiated once, does not damp
properly. Artificial damping is a way to handle this problem. Artificial damping is
provoked by the parameter θ , defined by

θ= + ∆σ ε εtD D

Damping is dependent on time step ∆t ! The need for artificial damping is problem

dependent and cannot be set by default values.

To understand artificial  damping we will investigate the amplification factor kλ  of

vibration mode kφ  . The homogeneous  equations of motion are given by

tθ+ ∆ + =Ku Ku Mu 0
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For a modal analysis we substitute for t m t= ∆
m

m k k k
k

c λ= ∑u φ

with amplification factors kλ  and vibration modes kφ .

Uncoupling of the equations of motion and substitution of 23γ θ= −  into the

characteristic equations yields the (complex) solution
1 1

2 2
1 1
2 2

1

1
k

k
k

i( ) t

i( ) t

θ ω
λ

θ ω+

− − ∆
=

+ ∆

For 1k tω ∆ >>  is

1

1
k

θλ
θ

−≈ −
+

Together with 0θ =  we get 1kλ ≈ −  that corresponds with undamped alternating

disturbances in the solution (high frequency locking).

Together with 1θ =  we get the amplification factor 
1

0k

ki t
λ

ω
≈ →

∆
. The amplification

factor is very small, thus damping is very strong for the high frequencies (not for the low
frequencies!).
Based upon these considerations the following recommendations are made
-Take 0θ =  if no high frequency locking is expected.

-Take 1θ =  for the stiff components if high frequency locking is expected. These

structure parts generate the highest frequencies!
The command ARTIFICIAL DAMPING sets the values for θ .

An example shown in figure 22 shows the shear force in a rail element computed without
and with artificial damping of the rail

figure 22

time

No artificial damping With artificial damping of the rail: railθ = 1

time
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DARTS:The dynamic analysis of a rail track structure

Part 5: Programmer’s Manual
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PROGRAMMER’S MANUAL

Introduction

This manuals is written for the experienced DARTS user who wants to add predefined input
data to the existing capabilities of DARTS. DARTS offers the experienced user the
possibility to predefine rail properties as given by standard rail profiles or to predefine
standard concrete material constants, or rail pad properties, the predefinition of surface
files, time history files  and moving load systems or moving trains. The predefined data are
stored permanently in the folder DARTS\PROGRAMS. In this folder these files are stored
together with the DARTS programs. The rules for the definition of these data follow the
rules of the DARTS command language, thus format free input.
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START

Command:
N

MM
KN

CM
MN

DM
UNITs KGF

M
TON

INch
LBF

FT
KIP

 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
        

Explanation:
This command sets the units of the data of the predefined input data. These units
are  local, that means that after return to the calling program the initial units,
defined immediately after the DARTS start command, are retaken again.
The mass unit is obtained from force  and length unit by

[mass] = [force] [lenght]-1[time]2

Time units are always seconds.

Defaults:
If the UNITS command is not given in the predefined programs, the units of the
calling program are taken. Start always with the units specification before the
definition of local data!
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 1 2 3 4PROperties 'a '  AX=v AY=v IYY=v (Radius=v )
where

1a = name predefined rail section properties

1v = cross section area axial forces [length]2

2v = cross section area times the shape factor [length]2

3v = moment of inertia Iyy  [length]4

4v = radius of cross section rail top  [length]

Explanation:
The command PROPERTIES associates the section properties of the rail to the
name 1a . These data have to be  stored into file TABLE.PRF while the name 1a
has to be added to file TABLE.LST The application of a moving train requires the
input of the rail radius for the computation of the Hertz spring stiffness.
The end user calls these properties by a reference of the command DARTS
PROPERTIES to the file 1a .

Example:
Add to file TABLE.PRF the line
UNITS METER
:
PROPERTIES ‘UIC-XX’ AX=0.007656 AY=0.0053592 IYY=0.3055E-4 R=0.30
Add to file TABLE.LST at a new line following
UIC-XX
The end user calls these properties by the command
RAIL PROPERTIES ‘UIC-XX’
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GEOMETRY

Command:

MM MM

CM CM

DM DM
SURFace UNITs

M M

IN IN

FT FT

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
      

Table

1 2X=v Y=v
where

1v = x-coordinate surface file

2v =y-coordinate surface file

Explanation:
The command line defines the length units of the input x-coordinates and the y-
coordinates respectively,the command UNITS does not affect this command. The
command line and the table have to be stored into the file name.SUR and the
name has to be added to file TABLE.SUR

Example:
Define the surface WELD by the file WELD.SUR following
SURFACE UNITS METER MM
X=0.      Y=0.
X=1.20  Y=0.
X=1.20  Y=1.00
X=50.    Y=1.00
*
Add to file TABLE.SUR a new line following
WELD

The end user calls the surface data  by the command SURFACE FILE following
SURFACE FILE ‘WELD’ X=0. SCALE=1.
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PROPERTIES

Command:
BED PROperties  ‘a1‘ KFY=v1 GA=v2 DENsity=v3  DAMping=v4

where

1a = name of elastic bed properties
v1 = subgrade modulus k  [force][length]-2

v2 = shear stiffness per unit length [force]
v3 = mass per unit length [mass][length]-1

v4 = damping per unit length [force][length]-2[time]

Explanation:
The properties of the elastic bed are associated with the name 1a . This

command line has to be added to file BED.CON, the name 1a  has to be added at
a new line in file TABLE.BED
The end user calls these properties from the command ELASTIC BED by
specification of this name. If the Pasternak parameter GA is not given in the
command BED PROPERTIES then automatically the Winkler foundation will
assumed.

Example:
Add to file BED.CON the lines
BED PROPERTIES ‘P1’ KFY=2.E4 GA=300. DAMP=150.
BED PROPERTIES ‘P2’ KFY=2.E5  GA=800. DAMP=500.
Add to file TABLE.BED the names P1 and P2 following
P1
P2

The end user calls these properties by
ELASTIC BEDS
1 TO 40  ‘P1’
41 TO 80  ‘P2’
*
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 1 2 3SLAB  CONStants 'a '  E=v POIsson=v RHO=v
where

1a = name  of the associated properties
v1 = Young's modules E [force][length]-2

v2 = Poisson's ratio ?
v3 = Density ??[mass][length]-3

Explanation:
The command SLAB CONSTANTS associates the material constants of the slab
or foundation to the name 1a . These data have to be stored into file  SLAB.CON,

the name 1a  has to be added to file TABLE.SLB
The end user calls these constants from the command SLAB PROPERTIES or
FOUNDATION PROPERTIES by a reference to the name 1a .

Example:
Add to file SLAB.CON the line
SLAB CONSTANTS ‘BN30’ E=3.E7 POISSON=0.2 RHO=2.50
Add to file TABLE.SLB the name BN30

The end user calls these constants by the command
SLAB PROPERTIES ‘BN30’ WIDTH=1.20 H=0.40
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PROPERTIES

Command:

1 1 2PAD PROPerties 'a  K v C v' = =
where

1a = name pad properties
v1 = stiffness of rail pad  [force][length]-1

v2 = damping coefficient [force][time][length]-1

Explanation:
The command associates the stiffness and damping properties of the rail pads to
the name 1a . The data have to be stored into file PAD.CON, the name 1a  has to
be added to file TABLE.PAD
The end user calls these properties by the command RAIL PADS, using the
name 1a  for reference to the pad properties.

Example:
Add the following line to file PAD.CON
PAD PROPERTIES ‘Z1’  KFY=3.E4  C=300.
Add the name Z1 to file TABLE.PAD

The end user calls these properties by the command
RAIL PADS
1 TO 100 ‘Z1’
*
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LOADS

Command:
LOAD HISTory

Table :

1 2T=v F=v
where

1

2

v - time abcis

v - function ordinate

Explanation:
A function F(t) is defined by the abcisses and the ordinates. The function is
piecewise linear with respect to time. The data have to be stored into a file
name.HIS where name is the calling name of this function. The function name
has to be added to file TABLE.HIS
The end user calls this function in the command POINT LOADS by its name.

Example:
The file ‘shock’ is defined by file SHOCK.HIS following:
LOAD HISTORY
0.   0.
1. 10.
2. 4.
5.   0.
*
Add to file TABLE.HIS the line
SHOCK

The end user calls the file SHOCK by the command
POINT LOADS FILE ‘SHOCK’
4 to 6 AMPLITUDE FY=10.
*

Figure 1

time

function F(t)

10.

4.

1. 2. 5.

file 'SHOCK'
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LOADS

Command:
MOVIngLOADs

Table:

1 2Amplitudo v DX v= =
where

1v = moving point load Fy

2v = spacing between the moving loads

Explanation:
A series of moving point loads are input by this command. The start position of
the moving load series is taken such that the last load is positioned at node 1 at
x=0. The spacing with respect to the preceding moving load is given by the
parameter DX. The order of the moving loads is taken from right hand to left
hand.
These data have to be stored into file name.MVL, where name  is the calling
name of these moving load data. The file name name has to be added to the file
TABLE.MVL
The end user calls these load data by a reference to file name name.

Example:
Define a file LOCO.MVL with the following data:

UNITS KN M
MOVING LOADS
FY=75.
FY=75.  DX=3.00
FY=85.  DX=14.00
FY=85.  DX=3.00
*

Add the name LOCO to file TABLE.MVL following
LOCO

The end user calls these moving load data by the command
MOVING LOADS ‘LOCO’ V=30.

figure 2
3.00 m

v=30. m/s

3.00 m14.00 m

F=75 kNF=75 kNF=85 kNF=85 kN
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TRAIN

Introduction:
The definition of a moving train requires a series of commands for the
specification of bodies, bogies, wheels, springs, dampers and masses. The data
have to be stored into a file name.TRN where name is associated with these train
data. Do not forget to specify the local units!
Name has to be added to the file TABLE.TRN
The end user calls these train data by a reference to the file name by the
command MOVING TRAIN.

Example:
Define a file LOCO.TRN following the appropriate specifications (see the next
pages). Add to file TABLE.TRN the line

LOCO

The end user calls the train data following the command
MOVING TRAIN ‘LOCO’ V=40.
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TRAIN

Command:

1

BODy
 SPAcing  real list OFFset= v

BOGie

 
 
 
where:
real list - spacing between the centre of the bogies or the sizes of the bodies

1v         - distance of the first body or bogie centre from the starting point of the
train defintion

Explanation:
BODY SPACING inputs the spacing of the bodies of the train. Body number 1 is
the first body, usually the locomotive, the other bodies follow in increasing order.
The distance of the first body with respect to the start of the reference system is
given by the OFFSET value.
BOGIE SPACING inputs the spacing of the centre of the bogies. The OFFSET
value refers to the distance of the first bogie with respect to the same reference
system that is used for the OFFSET of the bodies.

Example:

figure 3

BODY SPACING  22.15  21.85  18.70  21.85  22.25  OFFSET=5.00
BOGIE SPACING  14. 6.3  18.7*3  6.3  14.  OFFSET=10.00

14.6.318.718.718.76.314.

offset=10.00

offset=5.00

22.1521.85

bogie spacing

body spacing

21.8522.15 18.70
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Command:
BOGie  PROperties 

Table:

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7TYPe=i K=v C=v MB=v IZ=v DW=v MW=v R=v
where

1

1

2

3 b

4

i - properties reference number

v - stiffness K primary suspension spring, per spring

v - damping C primary suspension spring, per spring

v - mass bogie M (total mass bogie)

v - moment of iner 2

5 w

6 w

7

tia ( mass* length

v - distance d between two wheels of the bogie

v - mass wheel M per wheel

v - radius wheel R

)

,

Explanation:

figure 4

Stiffness, damping and mass properties of a bogie, primary suspensions springs
and wheels are input. All these data, with exception of the moment of inertia,

have to be input. The default value of IZ is 1 2
12z wI Md=

secondary suspension springs

bogie,

Hertz spring

primary suspension springs

d w

mass M b

stiffness K, damping C

wheel,  mass M ,  radius Rw
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The radius of wheel and rail are required to calculate the Hertz spring stiffness
between  rail and wheel following:

2

3
2 2

6

4 1
rail wheel

H

PE R R
k

( )ν
=

−
The RAIL PROPERTIES command is used to input the rail radius. The force P is
the spring force of the Hertz springs. Basically this value is time dependent,
nevertheless DARTS takes the constant static value.

Example:

BOGIE PROPERTIES
TYPE=1  K=1150.  C=2.5  MB=2.799  DW=3.  MW=1.0315  R=0.45
*
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TRAIN

Command:
BODy  PROperties 

Table:

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8TYPe=i K1=v C1=v K2=v C2=v M=v IZ=v FR=v BA=v
where

1

1 1

2 1

3 2

i - property reference number

v - stiffness K right hand side secondary suspension spring 

v - damping C right hand side secondary suspension spring 

v - stiffness K left hand side secondary susp

4 2

5

2
6

7

8

ension spring 

v - damping C left hand side secondary suspension spring 

v - mass M of the body

v - moment of inertia (mass *length

v - parameter front shape

v - parameter back shape

)

Explanation:

figure 5

Each body is assumed to be supported by two secondary suspension springs.
Default values are

1 2
2 1 2 1 z 12K K C C I ML, ,= = = with L=length body.

 The position of the springs, not input here, is dependent on the input body
spacing and bogie spacing. The body properties are given for the  total body.

Example:
BODY PROPERTIES
TYPE=1  K1=600.  C1=4.  M=54.1504
TYPE=2  K1=600   C1=4.  K2=300.  C2=2. M=27.0752
TYPE=3  K1=300.  C1=2.  M=27.0752
TYPE=4  K1=300   C1=2.  K2=600.  C2=4. M=27.0752
*

secondary suspension springs

body/coach, mass M

stiffness K

damping C
2

2

stiffness K

damping C
1

1
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Command:
LUMped MASses

Table

1 1 2BODy i M=v DX=v
where

1

1

2

i - body number

v - lumped mass

v - application point of the lumped mass, distance from centre of the body

Explanation:

For the balance of the body it can de necessary to model added lumped masses
at a body. The mass at the total body is input

figure 6

Example:
LUMPED MASSES
BODY  2  M=13.5376  DX= 7.775
BODY  4  M=13.5376  DX= 7775.−
*

dx

lumped mass Mbody 2
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Command:
DEFine  TRain 

Table:

1 2 3

BOGie
=i TYPe=i ((Front INC ) i

BODy
)

 
 
 

where

1

2

3

i - bogie or body identifier

i - reference number properties

i - supporting bogie for right hand side body (for BODY only)

Explanation:
The train is built up from bogies and bodies. Each bogie and body needs the
allocation of the properties as given in the preceding commands. The default
property value of the bogies is TYPE=1. For the bodies it is necessary to specify
the supporting bogie of the right hand side. The front and back parameters are
used for drawing the slope of front and rear of the train; no more information is
based upon these parameters.
.

Example:

3 2 145678

5 4 3 2 1

figure 7

DEFINE TRAIN FRONT=2.  BACK=2.
BODY  1  TYPE=1  FRONT INC  1
BODY  2  TYPE=2  FRONT INC  3
BODY  3  TYPE=3  FRONT INC  4
BODY  4  TYPE=4  FRONT INC  5
BODY  5  TYPE=1  FRONT INC  7
*
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Example:

Define the ASCII file TGV.TRN as follows

UNITS KN M
BODY SPACING 22.15  21.85  18.70  21.85  22.15  OFFSET=5.
BOGIE SPACING 14. 6.3 18.7*3 6.3 14. OFFSET=10.
BOGIE PROPERTIES
TYPE=1  K=1150.  C=2.5  MB=1.3995 DW=3.  MW=1.0315  R=0.42
*
BODY PROPERTIES
TYPE=1  K1=300.  C1=2.  M=27.0752   FRONT=2.
TYPE=2  K1=300   C1=2.  K2=150.  C2=1. M=13.5376
TYPE=3  K1=150.  C1=1.  M=13.5376
TYPE=4  K1=150   C1=1.  K2=300.  C2=2. M=13.5376 BACK=2.
*
LUMPED MASSES
BODY  2  M=6.7688  DX= 7.775
BODY  4  M=6.7688  DX= 7775.−
*
DEFINE TRAIN BODY  1  TYPE=1  FRONT INC  1
BODY  2  TYPE=2  FRONT INC  3
BODY  3  TYPE=3  FRONT INC  4
BODY  4  TYPE=4  FRONT INC  5
BODY  5  TYPE=1  FRONT INC  7
*

Add the name TGV to file TABLE.TRN
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DARTS:The dynamic analysis of a rail track structure

Part 6: Summary Commands
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START
RAIL  ‘text'

N
MM

KN
CM

MN
DM

UNITs KGF
M

TON
INch

LBF
FT

KIP

 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
        

STRUCTURE GEOMETRY

1 1GENErate RAIL N=i (ELEments) DX=v
GENErate ELEMents real list REPEat n (Times)

1 2 1 2GENErate CLASsic TRack SPAcing=v SLEeper=v BRIdge=i (Elements) REPeat=i
INSErt  GAP  (ELEments)

[ ]

1 2

1 2

DELEtions

FILL

SLAB

  ELEments i (TO) iBED

FOUNdation

FORMaqtion

REPeat  n  (Times) (SPAcing) n

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

*
SUPPorts

RAIL

list  SLAB | Uy | Rz |

FOUNdation

 
 
 
  

*
*CYClic

BOUNdary CONDitions
BORder

 
 
 

1 1 2SURFaceFILE=a (FRom)  X=v SCale v=

1 1

RAIL SURFace

SINe
(Wave NUMber) i ( ) Amplitudo v

COSine

*

 
= = 
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STRUCTURE PROPERTIES

1RAIL  PROPerties 'a '

1 2 3 4RAIL PROperties  AX=v AY=v IYY=v Radius=v

1 2 3RAIL CONStants  E=v POIsson=v RHO=v

1 2 3 4 5SLAB PROPerties   Width=v Height=v E=v   POISson=v RHO=v

1 1 2SLAB  PROPerties 'a W=v H=v'

1 2 3 4 5FOUNdation  PROPerties   Width=v Height=v E=v POISson=v RHO=v

1 1 2FOUNdation  PROPerties 'a W=v H=v'

1 1 2 3 4 5 6ELAStic BED  ('a KFY=v CFY=v DENSity=v K11=v K12=v K22=v')
ELAStic BED

1list 'a' 

1 2 3 4 5 6list KFY v CFY=v DENsity=v K11=v K12=v   K22=v=
*

1 1 2 3 4 5 6FILL MATErial  ('a KFY=v CFY=v DENSity=v K11=v K12=v K22=v')
FILL MATErial

1list 'a' 

1 2 3 4 5 6list KFY v CFY=v DENsity=v K11=v K12=v   K22=v=
*

1 1 2 3 4FORMation PROPerties  ('a KFY=v CFY=v  DENSity=v K11=v')
FORMation PROPerties

1list 'a' 

1 2 3 4list KFY v CFY=v DENsity=v K11=v=
*

1 2SLEEperMASS v WIDE=v=

1 1 2 3RAIL PADS  ('a K=v C=v W=v')

1

1 2 3

RAIL PADs

list 'a '

list  K=v C=v W=v

*
1 1 2 3SPRIng  PROPerties  ('a K=v C=v W=v')

1

1 2 3

SPRIng PROPerties

list 'a '

list  K=v C=v W=v

*

1 2 1

LOAD  MASS

n (TO n M=v)

*
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LOADS

STATic POINt LOAds

1 2list  FY=v MZ=v
*
STATic MEMBer LOAds
list PY=v1

*

1 2GRAVity  (ACCeleration) TRACk=v VEHIcle=v

1POINtLOADsFIle='a '

1(NODes)list(AMPlitido)FY v=
*
IMPUlse LOADs

1 2 1

Node
  i (TIMe POInt) i FY=v

WHeel

 
 
 
*

1 1MOVIngLOAD 'a' Velocity v=

1 1MOVIngTRAIn 'a ' Velocity v=

ANALYSIS

1 2INTEgrate(Until)v (BY)v

1 2 3ARTIficial DAMPing RAIl v HERtz v SLAb v= = =
CONVergence LIMIts (MAXimum NUMber CYCles) i1
SAVE RESUlts

TIMe POINts
 list

TRAck ELEments

 
 
 
*
STATic ANALysis
DYNAmic ANALysis

RESULT FILES

TIME POINt list

1NUMBer LINEs (Per) (Page) i

GEOmetry
LIST (BY)

TIMe

 
 
 

1

*TRAck
DISplacements

Wheel NODe
FORces ( ) i

BOGie ELEment
ACCelerations

BODy

 
                   

 
*
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MATLab  FILEs

1 1
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SLEeper

FRontBALlast
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a BAckSLAb
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CONtactBOGie

BODy

WHEel

' ' ( )  (  )  i

 
 
 
   

     
            

 
  

*

PLOT RESULTS

TIME POINnt list
PLOT  (BY) GEOmetry SCale=v1 COLor=cols
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*
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*
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PLOT EXTReme SCale=v1 COLor=cols
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 MZ Rail
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SUP Pad
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